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MS Amlin unveils new livery for MS Amlin Andretti
New York - 13 July 2017 - MS Amlin, the specialist global (re)insurer, today unveiled a new livery for
its Formula E team MS Amlin Andretti to celebrate its integration into its parent company, Mitsui
Sumitomo Insurance, part of top 10 global non-life insurer, Japan’s MS&AD Insurance Group
Holdings Inc.

The new livery design features the original MS Amlin Andretti livery being peeled away to reveal the
logo of MS&AD, so sending the message that behind MS Amlin lies the power and strength of
Japanese insurance giant, MS&AD.

Instantly recognizable to the millions of Japanese fans of the Formula E series, MS Amlin Andretti
now provides those fans with a new team to follow.

Adrian Britten, MS Amlin’s Director of Brand said: “Our business enables people, businesses and
communities to overcome adverse events such as those brought about by extreme weather.
Providing continuity and creating resilience around the world is simply what we do. Championing
alternative fuel transport solutions shows our commitment to mitigating risks that threaten us all.
That’s why MS Amlin committed to the Formula E series before the first cars ever hit the streets. It’s
why we are still racing on landmark city streets around the world.”
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About MS Amlin:

MS Amlin is a leading insurer and reinsurer, part of the global top-10 insurance group MS&AD, with
operations in the Lloyd’s, UK, Continental European and Bermudian markets. With a 300-year record

and more than 2,400 people in 26 locations worldwide, we deliver continuity for businesses facing the
most complex and demanding risks. Our role places us at the forefront of the Property & Casualty,
Marine & Aviation and Reinsurance markets. We are experts in underwriting, with both technical
capability and deep knowledge of the areas we insure. Our claims service aims to set the industry
reference point for quality, with efficient, fair and timely claims management.

About MS Amlin and Formula E
The MS Amlin Andretti driving team sponsorship was created to help increase consumer adoption of
alternative fuel sources for transport solutions by making them more compelling and exciting through
Formula E. MS Amlin recognises that climate change challenges the traditional insurance model, as
it makes future events less predictable. The global insurer believes the impact of climate change will
increase as populations migrate to urban areas in coastal zones and river plains that are threatened
by flooding. As coastal cities thrive and riverside economies continue to develop, wealth increases
which leads to higher-value assets and results in bigger losses when weather-related events occur.
More details on MS Amlin Andretti driving team here: www.msamlin-andrettife.com/

